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And thus as we go about the world,
everything we meet and everything we
see and hear and touch . . . purifies us
and plants in us something more of con-
templation and of heaven.

                            Thomas Merton
from “Everything That Is, Is Holy,”

New Seeds of Contemplation





FOREWORD

PERHAPS THE CENTRAL FOCUS of my writing life
will ever be the exploration of the essence and
resonance of literature’s tiny poetry, though
writing poems that fit in the palm of one’s hand
has never been a strategic literary decision on
my part. Rather, it has been a natural inclina-
tion, based on personal intuition, emotional
connection, intellectual interest, and spiritual
communion. Haiku has been an ever-present
and intrinsic companion with whom I have har-
moniously and quietly journeyed to the rhythm
of small and quiet steps over 25 years.

In the essay “A Constellatory Force,” I
explain my coincidental discovery of the haiku,
along with its especial attributes and advantages
as a communicative medium—both factors in
the form’s initial attraction to me; but there
were and are, I now realize, other important,
though more subtle, factors and influences at
work than those expressed in the essay—influ-
ences more deeply personal. For example, when
fourteen and vulnerably entering high school, I
weighed a tiny 75 pounds. I was, to quote a rela-
tive, “bone skinny and chair short.” At an un-
conscious level I immediately related to the
littlest poems that I read in and out of class. To
me they were underdog poems. Runt poems. I
subconsciously identified with them—with



haiku—intensely.
As well, the foundation of the natural

world in haiku was profoundly appealing to me.
Stars, clouds, birds, trees, stones, insects, rivers
and fish—these embodied the dimensions of
the divine in my childhood and youth, periods
of my life characterized by long weekend and
summer days of independent and isolated ex-
ploration of nature in nearby brush and field
and river and wood.

Immersion in nature continues to viv-
idly inspirit my life. To this day, the discovery
of a fossil, no matter what type or geological
age, absolutely thrills me. The nearby River
Maitland and the contemplative Catalpa that
shelters my home’s “heart room” have been
honourable meditation partners since I moved
to the village of Gorrie ten years ago.

Meditation and prayer are focusing
points of a typical day. As is writing. Thank-
fully, the composing of a haiku for me is prayer,
is meditation. Soul work: soul poem: poum. I
regard the writing of a poum as an act of faith,
of hope; consequently, composition for me is
always, on one level, exultant—no matter what
the content, context, theme. In a sense, each
poum is a revelation of belief: in creativity, in
construction, in transformation.

In September of 2002, I dislocated and
double-fractured my right ankle. Following its



surgical repair and during recuperation, images
and memories began to flow into my conscious-
ness in ways that I had not previously experi-
enced; and instead of my body moving to the
experiences that inspired composition, the body
of experiences arrived to me where I was con-
fined to bed with my right foot raised, as per
doctor’s orders, higher than my heart. I wrote
as if taking dictation while reliving evocative
experiences. As I transcribed the recollections,
potent and healing emotions were ignited. Many
of the images eventually evolved into haiku, and
one of them inspired a return to the haiku com-
munity, from which I had been secluded for
nearly six years. In this and other ways, haiku
has been a form and a forum for personal resto-
ration and renewal.

I find the reading of a volume of haiku to be
similar to the intimacy I experience when sit-
ting at the long table of a community meal,
something that happens quite regularly in the
county where I live. I’m palpably nourished by
both activities: mentally, emotionally, socially,
spiritually. I feel meaningfully connected to the
writers of haiku from around the world since
haiku is a poetic form that truly serves as an
over-arching, unifying global force. It is a poetic
making and marker of truth and unity among
seemingly disparate groups, groupings, group-



thinks. To extend direction slightly, perhaps
some day there will be a “World Haiku Festival
for Peace”:  such an outcome seems inevitable
to me and,  both as a poet and citizen of Planet
Earth, I would energetically endorse and par-
ticipate in such an event. As an unpretentious
people’s poetry, celebrating our shared unreal
reality and uncommon commonplace, both clas-
sical and contemporary haiku reverberate
within hearts and minds of readers, whatever
their  history, politics, culture, religion.

What incredible durability and resil-
iency the haiku form has demonstrated
throughout its historic and heroic journey. It
has been indomitable. Stalwart. How likely was
it that a form so small, borne by and born from
a larger literary body, would, centuries after its
birth, be more vigorous than ever, extensively
popular, and exuberantly practiced the world
over, having surmounted the ever-present arti-
fices of map lines, sight lines, and psyche lines ?
It has triumphed despite momentous transi-
tions and transformations of language and lit-
erary fashion that have kicked other poetic
forms into an obscurity beyond collective
memory.

The haiku, in contrast, prevails with a
simple and substantial dignity. To this day, to
read the Japanese masters, even in translation,
is to be deeply moved by their deftness of



expression; compressed, explosive power; and
rippling evocative substance.

As well, the haiku foundation of the
natural world animates the form with an ele-
mental essentialness. Who among us does not
know from direct experience the lifefulness of
air, water, earth? The haiku form, because of its
ultimate primacy, is timeless.

Michael Dudley
Gorrie, Ontario
15 October 2005
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c aaaaa n’t catc hhhhh my bre aaaaa t hhhhh brittle le aaaaa ves blowing every w hhhhh ich way

Waking
     from a dream of spring
           to the phone’s last ring.

warped floorboards creak~
                    a glass case display
        of predators and prey

out of the rain,
    soft whispers
        of confession

greenhouse
aroma
of pipe smoke



snake among the roots’ shade
an     infinite     figure     eight

flipped onto a campfire log
     the catfish skeleton
                                             hisses

at
breakfast

adding
up

the
ADDITIVES

to work
through patchy fog

fast and slow



prone on the bridge
our guide measures the creek’s depth
with his walking stick

wrought iron chairs
row upon row
on the college lawn

     Disfigured
        by a Blizzard
    the Iron
       War Monument

not thinking my fingers fondle her handwritten letter



                EVANGELIST CAMP

Evangelist camp one corner of the harrowed
field.

deep breaths of the earth . . .
inside the preaching tent
the fresh sawdust smell

canvas walls
                     rippling
                                   shadows of bowed heads

            flicker
of pulpit light
            murmur
of congregation

lightning
       /

a damp gust billows
the soloist’s dress

*



still raining . . .
      I order another
      in the noisy café

      fainter and fainter
   up church steps
damp footprints

shattering light:
           a crystal menagerie
                        of endangered species

address blurred,
            the unopened letter
    from a mud puddle



low clouds . . .
cemetery leaves
raked into heaps

speaking to me the river’s mouth

the day ends—
an unstruck match
for a bookmark

tasting in her kiss a MacIntosh apple

   sprawled in tree shade
sweat-stained soldiers on maneuvers
                         playing speed chess

Easter Monday still the gun shop OPEN ALL DAY

leaves all over the breezeway floor, a corner jumble of shoes



        the taxidermist
touching up
                    her makeup

 heatwave . . .
the taxidermist hoses down
a polar bear hide

       her hair
within my hands
          the smell of smoke

 being yanked by a leash through zoo gates the toddler yanking back



GLOBE AGLOW

                                old map
in my hands

                                   falls apart
  along folds

. . . murmuring rain . . .

luminous clock
digits

flip

dark window
a globe
aglow

*



             wind shifts
the temple
               weathervane
          inert

sidewalk slabs
              heaved high by the oak’s roots~
   a truck changes gears

last of the wine
                  her finger touches
                  my Adam’s apple

her breath on my neck a cloud dissolves

SSSSSummer through MMMMMy windOOOOOw very GGGGGently



pale face of a child
in the hostel window
                fogging up

                  stuck
Oma’s high heels
        deep in graveyard muck

carved

marble

Buddha
paperweight

traffic jam a kestrel dips in flight behind a sunlit skyrise



ON STRIKE

busted hockey stick
shaft
of a strike sign

pamphlet
from my fingers

to a stranger’s

strikebreaker
   slowly

   angles
      through

           dead silence

rumour
of a settlement—
geese honking south

up the strikeline
down the strikeline
kicking a gray stone

a calendar month of X’d out days

sore palm
sliver

from the picket sign



a car horn
cuts through crosswinds—
the driver shakes his fist

unexpected rain . . .
we all wear plastic
garbage bags

keep walking
keep talking
keep warm

picket line

           one
  thousand

           two
    hundred

         forty
        seven

         steps



umbrella spike
spearing

ground leaves

fiftieth day . . .
a colleague tells me all about

his lousy luck

hailstorm:
our strike signs
held like shields

strike captain’s speech:
drained beer can
vibrates in my hand

     *

a picket stake column of two months’ bills



squawk squawk underfoot
of last night’s snow—
a neighbour’s car won’t start

at the bus stop
a stranger yawns:
we    all    yawn

lawn chair
 formless

with snow

        rainforest trees ,  these
        throwaway chopstricks

my fingertips reading the Braille of her breasts

whitewashed walls, a bright red roof:  the abbatoir



surrounding the fresh grave
hemlines

darkened by dew

                        quarter moon
fishhook glint
through the frog’s eye

beside the mannequin
in the window
my image

    rain
         bouncing
    dusk

giggling infant gumming a rubber gun

sun’s edge horizon a highrise with two of its lights on



caught in a whirlwind~
weathered tombstones tilted
this way that way

stained glass
window light

fracturing the priest

      heatwave
my computer
freezes

listening
to the field of corn
before plucking an ear



            where the teen
touched the cenotaph,
      a smudge of blood

daybreak
                   hypodermics
     strewn about the playground

drifting
in&out of sleep—
winter solstice

  slowly past the high
way crash I steer with my knees
                          to scribble this



     GIFT

the exact length
     of my middle finger
feather from the sky

into
    my glove
        it slips—
    a perfect
fit

*

fish market
flies breeding
on a cod’s eye

last rites . . .
snow falling on her coffin
                       and melting

gloaming yellow foam at dam wall foaming



Thanksgiving:
the hand-painted grocer’s sign
Freshly Killed Geese!

weed killer stink muggy morning

my tongue inside her
navel

:
lint

   full lotus
legs losing
all feeling

in a backyard breeze
the singing of a neighbour
I’ve not seen in months



sidewalk turned to slush
                             a cotton taste
                    where my tooth used to be

making love near a quarry the earth moves

a reporter explains
the neutron bomb’s effects
                supper cools

duet ends
the me/tro/nome

train behind the fog
   its rumble
      into my feet

clouds ripple
                         I float on my back

Remembrance Day parade through sleet the march of a solitary child



Into paneled wood
the preacher screws tight
his gift crucifix.

               in the far corner
somebody’s grave marker
             nearly grown over

river swirls
     her mouth
  surrounds me

  he’s dead
  in a windowless room
hibiscus scent

last night inside my clothes from the line this morning

Big Mac attack  another acre  c l e a r c u t

    spring
    all day

  erection



       out of the old year
       and into the new
                                a bath together

       meteor shower
       show canceled
       due to rain

on the floodplain we talk of fathers—
long grass drapes low from reaching limbs

sunburstrobinsmatedmidair

rain cloud
       my thumbnail

raises a scab



a break from weeding:
sweat salt

      spices my sandwich

   she’s teasing
her hair in the nude

teasing me

       livestststststockockockockock
               st         st         st         st         stockockockockockbreeder
       diestststststockockockockock
              st       st       st       st       stockockockockockroute
     gunstststststockockockockock
             st     st     st     st     stockockockockockstill
  deadstststststockockockockock

breezy  tractor glistens with insecticide

out of cobbled rocks a gha gha gha gha ghastly thought slithastly thought slithastly thought slithastly thought slithastly thought slitheeeeersrsrsrsrs back in



among
museum statues

     children
playing dodge tag

sun just up—
a jogger chases his shadow
through the graveyard

Easter:
a wooden Santa tilts

backwards on the roof

funeral
  shroud
of cloud

                                falling                           light
the flat sides of              snowflakes

deep winter I admire her tan lines



children’s store
shelf stuffed with plushtoy mammals

    now extinct

exhausted
from lovemaking

I phone in sick

campground cannon
barrel packed

with trash

   shadows blacken:
the pop machine

swallows my quarters

repose . . .
          (the egg-shaped birthmark
                    at the top of her thigh)

dusk in the window a welder’s blue torch



attic dryness—
     on a ledge of light
dusty teacup      stuck

 Congo drums
of Western toxic waste piled up

 and up

expanded mushroom

the knothole
filled

in
.....

tickled
by her breath in my ear:
Are you asleep?

something caught between
his teeth, he picks at it with
one of the fishhooks

Sunday morning
overstaining the blood

of her pub steps again



incense
I add my own
to the pile of shoes

gasping at jog’s end mosquitoes

Asking me to leave
a message at the tone:
voice of my dead friend.

held by her navel,
some of the sea
we swam in

                                                             o
n  m n  t night the air attack begins an ther war

                     o
              o
           o
     o



HER

I pull   a burr
                      from her sweater,
the burr   pulls a thread

blizzard
thickens

birch shade—
I harden to the shape
her hands make

     *

her spread hand through the cat’s fur

her plumsticky lips lipsticking me



           becoming night
a man in a motel room
sits shirtless on a bed

                                     &&&&&
on the pressman’s desk
an ampersand Buddha

                             tHe mid-stream rock
                     toucH
                   my gHostly fingers
skyward stretcH
                         A

bareback through snow
       into my legs
       the horse’s heat

beside the highway
pumpkins piled in a wooden cart
and an old woman, shawled



blown to their faces
in the Veterans’ Section
. . .  memorial wreaths

3 baby mice
   nursing from their mother

in the trap

a short stick thrown  -
               his dog retrieves

      a frozen shit

RRRRRabababababbits 4 Sale—bits 4 Sale—bits 4 Sale—bits 4 Sale—bits 4 Sale—
           Good P           Good P           Good P           Good P           Good Pets,ets,ets,ets,ets,
                   Good M                   Good M                   Good M                   Good M                   Good Meat!eat!eat!eat!eat!

a fitful sleep~
bat wings flap

flap in the wall by my head



blue thumb
    of a mitten
thru creek ice

night tide:
       small sandals rise
              and slide away from shore

shirt clings
cold to my back : all the holes
of the salt shaker plugged

a pebble in my shoe.
six of us
bear the casket uphill



WITHIN

        dress
unzippers
                spine

tonguetickletickletickletickleticklegigigigigiggleggleggleggleggle

nibble
nipple

songbird
warbles

the deep tastthe deep tastthe deep tastthe deep tastthe deep taste of here of here of here of here of her

dozing . . .
her head on my arm

my arm asleep

*

her mouthing my ear the lapping of waves



fifty feet
above the waves

crab at the cliff ’s edge

butcher wipes both hands
on his bloody apron         then
         takes the girl’s note

garage phone rings,
the mechanic wipes her hands
on a scrawny cat

sweltering o o o

the millpond skin
porous with nostrils

to show how he broke his leg our guide
                                                                snaps a twig

yellow stars tonight the moonlit stem tips of tulips



NEWBORN

she looks at me
for the first time:
cross-eyed

  suckling
 tiny     ears
  waggling

my dear daughter vomits
                                 the cat
                         laps it up

snow drifts~
        I comb out
                   cradle cap

poo check:
Nope,
Just a fart!



in sleep
her small mouth and hands
work a dreamed-of breast

babybabblingbrook

my bald head
shade

for my baby’s face

between bottles
she and I hold a
belching contest

*

the sour milk odour of my favourite tie

my little one cries I write another line



lightancarialarmngoesgoff

       Fresh Coffee,
Donuts,

Live Bait!

       August wake
a bowl

of sweaty plums

swallows into twilight topsy-turvy



just-brewed coffee
into it, she

dumps some edible oil

learning
the language

of leaves

theatre darkens
                         flybuzz
         near my foot

feeris wheel lineup—
the back of a girl’s skirt
damp with new blood



dioxin
now in mothers’ milk:
her crusted bra tips

snow at dusk;
cooked rabbit
tastes of pine

standing nude at the window
she
      peels
      a thick-
                   skinned orange . . .
      night snow resumes

schoolyard Nativity
Joseph
            an absentee



so
humid

            a
teenager
  upturns
         her
     wrists
to
the
drinking
fountain
spout

my barn boots
by her screen door:

wet mouser piss all over them

a milkweed arrangement
the fragrance
                     of hairspray

end of the work day:
everyone at the bus stop
looking the same way



WE ARE

with dewy toes we
                                        step
    into the lakeside sauna

steamcedar

rain on steambath roof her hand inserts me

coming
WE ARE
b r e a t h

hiss of sauna rocks and feeling faint



down a slippery path
to the lake   our nakedness
                     hand-in-hand

in thinning mist
                               our bodies

                         drip

feeling
pores

closing

a cold dip:
her nipples
my genitals

*



candle praying hands
          at Mother’s bedside
     half-melted

Kneading her shoulder
she says It will rain tonight
then closes the window.

white dandelion meadow
‘s millions of

          wishes

cancer ward
         tropical fish drift into

        and out of lava rock

cornfield stubble
reminds me
                to shave

massing blackbirds leaving the tree



  to the quick
her fingernails bitten

       she picks at her salad

daypeep   crocus

                        crouched
  still within the graveyard oak
          a man in a suit

everything shadow
Just
another bad air day.

on brand-new crutches I swing past a centipede

that rusty icicle melting a painful reflection . . .



toddler’s footprints in sand
                                   the sea seeping in from underneath

no one home.
her note on the table
under a plum

snowfallingsleep

twig peeled,
I relieve the itch
inside my leg cast

fungicidddddeherbiiiiicideeeeelarvacidddddevermiiiiicideeeeeinsecticidddddepestiiiiicideeeeehomicidddddesuiiiiicideeeee



at the backyard fence
my wife still laughing
with the widower

           oaring not moving the lilies

following our
quarrel, her hacking
at onions

                            bedridden
a fly grooms itself
on the rim of my juice glass

her fingernails
so long and red:
piece  by  piece  they  shell  the  egg



a shoreline grace . . .
my clasped hands smell
of released fish

          sheep head
—stuck between fence planks—
              keeps grazing

the gathering
of moon rocks by astronauts
as mother waters house plants

the sound all night
   of the hamster in its wheel
      and my wife not here

in his latexed hands
the professor holds
a dog’s whole brain



                          in the den
her shadow, my shadow
     through each other at right
angles

churchbells the cold shatters

             lunar eclipse

from my hand
my wife’s hand
                         slips

snowbound~
my tongue explores the worn down
ridges of my molars

on and on the blizzard ringing on and on from a phonebooth on and on



roped to a hydro
pole, an Amish buggy horse
paws at the pavement

her
hand-

written
note

all

the
o’s

pen-
cilled

in

a night of no insects
                  Granny complains
       of achy joints

rain at last
                 we leave
our sandals in the house



harmonica blues . . .
across the blackened room
a face flares

pouring from a vase
I rinse my wife’s hair—
dead roses in the sink

a new day   mice turds in the cupboard

now driving into
the thick of this fog
I turn up the radio

Oma braiding bread dough kitchen flickers in the storm



               by porch steps
       a neon Christ
ankle-deep in snow

lowered by ropes
to a floor of ice   my buddy
                 in a polished box

immersed
in strawberries, my daughter
wears a clown’s mouth

the jet I’m in
       a shadowy spectre
   on the cloud below

hail . . .
       the downtown sculpture
 ringing

in the kitchen sink
a coil of apple skin~
summer solstice



beside my car
the morning sun       rolling
                         along the wall of corn

catalpa leaf~
my daughter picks it up
and fans herself

a friends has died.
in his garden
I weed all day

while repotting plants
news of another
          suicide bomber

                          marriage counselor
            silently listens,

twists a paperclip

one year ends in an uproar another begins



GLIMPSES

                    searching
          for falling stars
her young eyes follow a satellite

lightning jags—
she fingertraces
its afterimage

sleepily she points
her doll’s arm to a hazy place
65 light-years away

*



worm smell after rain
     video lights pulse
     in the vacant arcade

onto a heap of brown leaves
trickling
from the eavestrough pipe

                        sunup
the hot water bottle
now cool between us

especially
where the curb sewers are:
November leaves

featureless
           her silhouette       still
                in the doorway

sidewalk ice an imprint of soles we tread upon



an awkward pause.
                                both of us
                                look to the moon

         downpour
a cow sticks its tail straight out

late for work:
  a chickadee
                      scolds me

                    home late:
the cat’s fur in patches
on her housecoat

      Not knowing
why I’m lonely

      I phone information

now taller than my daughter
by a head
the sunflower she planted



a deep bite of peach.
the blood-red flesh
surrounding the pit

no more talking . . .
peanut shells build up
between us

side-by-side
2 birches sway
into an embrace

housecat shivers—
                               my fingers slide
               into fleece-lined gloves

roasted chestnuts
steam from the vendor’s truck . . .
ice in his moustache

how the unlit corridor ends in a frame of rain



March breaths
           of mountain air
deep snow somewhere collapsing

                                 knowing
                                 it’s our last time
the passion returns

sprawled all over
the dried-up garden:         cukes
the shape of bowling balls

                          windy sleet
hillside sheep
hunkered in the highest grass

tossed keychain ringing the summer air



where the tumour
     used to be, her stitched skin puckers
                  for my kiss

gargling:
the spider on the ceiling
                           pauses

final swallow
of coffee, sweet~
tornado warnings

But look at this
and pulls out with the hen’s entrails an egg.

   her slim finger tracing a swirling grain of wood~
Stravinsky

muggy night up to my lips in the lake now a loon again loon



                      she’s gone
the hawthorn we planted
in bloom

from meditation
                                  staggered
                by the blow of a
                                            leaf

Father’s Day:
wondering what my daughter
is doing

new apartment.
to the wall’s whiteness
a fly stuck

another night without her I type into a morning snowfall



my ex’s left-
behind tabby howls
                  I howl

lullaby rain
lullaby rain
lullaby rain

in one side
barbed of the maple wire

out the other

for the year’s first joe
a pot
of clean snow

ice-filled footprints
divide the bulldozed field . . .
end of autumn

my shadow enters last head embers first



                          Venus   Mars
in the morning sky:
                        r e m e m b e r I n g  h e r

       empty shopping mall
faintly
the nightsweeper’s broom

my apartment
vent blowing warm air
and a budgie’s song

spontaneous sex
    the veggies
                              boil over

sunshower:
glitter
of granite

bulrushes seeding  at the end  of the hallway



              blind date
her mutt
humps my leg

a scar of dark earth
where the mushrooms were raked
along with the leaves

                storm-stayed
together cooking noodles
                        &canoodling

chewing a leaf,
mint
bites my tongue

becalmed . . .
sky’s only white
the noon

         moon

key at the car door lock ice-blocked my nose runny



I count the freckles
between her breasts . . .
I count my blessings

                  distant thunder
a blind man at the crosswalk

        points with his cane

on Oliver’s doorstep,
Saturday’s paper
     swollen in the rain

by a new moon
my daughter searches the shore
for mermaid nails

bandshell
          hail

leaps a fawn
into meadow meditation



insomnia—
   from far away
      a dog keeps barking

mulling things over . . .
a nuthatch struts down a trunk
head first

my bikinied neighbour
winks at me:
                    C I C A D A S !

forest
heart
         o x y g e n

new leather sandals,
left foot
             squeaks

her nylons waving from the clothesline summer twilight



cypress
grove firepit

flames to the sun

by flashlight
our guide pinpoints
Polaris

river mist . . .
the drift of a dream
absorbs me

snow flakes
        a pot
        full of porridge

a fork in the road—
I walk the weedy median

sundown the cat sprawled and licking its belly fur into a whorl



          thunderhead massing

leaves
scraping pavement

brushing
her still-damp hair~
the musk of seaweed

rainfreezingwindow

night storm passing . . .
   kettle plug
      hot from the socket

home from the hike
a nest of burs

at my lover’s crotch

hot ,
the bull drags his tongue across the salt block



campfire rondeau . . .
        moth after moth
                into the flames

         stststststormc)oudormc)oudormc)oudormc)oudormc)oud
trees
speaking in tongues

Hip waders
I remember
             Her

for hamster
grandmother cuts out
the cabbage heart

vertigo . . .
a
tree supports



the sexy stranger
waves to me

 . . . a dopey fly

           flapping  in  dark  flight
dreamily, a great blue heron

                                   half afloat
      in the garden fountain,
                          a tied-off condom

hungover, I
spoon from the cereal milk
a struggling cockroach

her carved
ivory earrings:
baby elephants

a symphony at dusk purple martins



slow thaw . . .
       revealed beneath the snow   lost cat

traffic backing up
both ways as a couple of mutts
rut

clearing stump—
the entangled remains
of bird&snake

awakened
by trickling rain . . .
I take a leak

ragweed   sunset



swirl of marble table~
                    her teacup and saucer
          ride a great whale’s back

in a mall café
I meditate upon the moon
of my lover’s thumbnail

radio static:
             cool breeze
       thru the screen door

beforehand
          I caress
     her Buddha pearl

a bald man frisbees his fedora at the rack of antlers



                  cloud shadow
wheat cleaving
                          a black dog

the aged groundskeeper
cleaning a birdsnest
out of the cannon

a new leaf
on the candle jade—
she takes me in hand

       lulling me to sleep
                 the rain
then waking me



essays





A CONSTELLATORY FORCE

WHILE A NOVICE WRITER, I spent much of my
time paring all the poems that I wrote to what
I felt were their most representative lines. This
was an exercise that I considered crucial for my
literary development, since I believed that by
finding a poem’s most significant lines, I could
then read backward and forward from the iden-
tified words using an internal Hemingway
“bullshit detector” and thus determine the good
from the bad or the ugly. Hemingway’s prose
was a great influence at the time, and I con-
stantly thought in terms of a single, direct, pure,
true line.

At first, the pared versions were theo-
retical proclamations or more general abstract
statements expressing the basic themes of my
poems: epigrams of a sort. But as I continued
to write, descriptions of action and sensory ex-
perience—which implied meaning rather than
stated it—became the stuff of my work. When,
under the principal influence of William Carlos
Williams’ free verse, I began to write entirely
in connotative imagery, the pared versions be-
came my first “haikuish” poems. Although none
of them was actually a haiku, I was exulted by
my singular development of a new poetic form
that I felt could stand on its own. I began to



write brief, imagistic glimpses with self-satis-
fied smugness.

Until I picked up a volume in a second-
hand bookstore and discovered—to my shock
and amazement—that my literary invention had
been stolen and utilized by many generations
of Japanese writers, for hundreds of years, fol-
lowing the lead of  a gentleman by the name of
Matsuo Basho. The book was Harold G.
Henderson’s An Introduction to Haiku. As I
turned the pages I was struck by the wonder-
fully symbolic incongruity between the book’s
significant thickness and the essential brevity
of the poetic form it presented. Haiku. I spoke
the word and the works within the anthology
over and over.

I bought the book and spent the day in
a downtown park amazed by the poems of
Basho, Buson, Issa, and Shiki. The ability of
these poets to bare those moments that encap-
sulated somehow the essence of living both ex-
cited and elated me. Their work pierced my
sensibilities and by the end of the book I felt
fully exhilarated: about me, the world moved
within an enobled clarity that I had not previ-
ously appreciated. The stroll that followed my
reading of the book will  forever remain an  ex-
alted memory.

Following numerous readings of Hender-
son’s book I began prowling other bookstores,



hunting for additional critical texts and antholo-
gies. And I tried to write haiku. But each at-
tempt resulted in a poem that in the worst
meanings of the word was “lousy.” I chucked all
the pseudo-haiku that I attempted in furies of
frustration. During this period I never came to
terms with the elusiveness, the delicate strength
of the haiku form. The major problem, which I
did not then realize, was that I was writing from
the outside in, from the poetic structure inward
to what had internally registered as a signifi-
cant encounter—instead of writing from my in-
stinctive being outward, to an expression con-
sequential of my experience.

I was  erroneously preoccupied by what
I intellectually considered to be the limiting
form, the restrictiveness of haiku, instead of
responding to the liberation offered by the
haiku’s essence of purity and directness. As well,
I was reading the classical haiku instead of ab-
sorbing them. I examined the haiku for sym-
bolism and meaning and intention, instead of
appreciating their honest creation of circum-
stance and allowing a generative assimilation of
the poems with my own knowledge and experi-
ence. I mistakenly regarded the haiku as a liter-
ary form only.  The gross outcome was a sever-
ing of spirit and poem.

Some years after my initial reading of
Henderson’s book, I came across the first edi-



tion of The Haiku Anthology, edited by Cor van
den Heuvel. I read it while walking home that
afternoon and simultaneously began to realize
the haiku as a particularly well-suited form for
contemporary communication. As a writer, I
recognized the practical value of a poetry of
compression that could, in our rush hour soci-
ety, be read between buses or during a coffee
break, and which could remain with its reader
on a conscious as well as subconscious level
throughout the day. As well, the haiku’s vernacu-
lar of common speech, concrete imagery rooted
in the Everyman experiences of living, and lack
of subjective intrusion dramatically contrasted
with what continues to dominate our media
ambience: personal and corporate opinion.

As a reader, I appreciated haiku’s fresh-
ness of approach, the absence of bullying or lec-
turing, posturing or hectoring. I felt neither
patronized nor alienated as a human being. The
haiku that I read in The Haiku Anthology respect-
fully acknowledged my abilities of imagination
and sensitivity and in fact demanded them in a
united creative effort that enlivened  me to my
living, heightened intuitive awareness of real-
ity, and inspired reflection upon that which
comprised daily existence. In these ways, the
haiku revealed itself as a poetry more concerned
with the reader than with its own literary
accomplishment.



Haiku is a genre that simply refuses to
play cerebral monopoly regarding questions of
this universe’s existence. Instead, haiku explores
reality through an unveiling of things as they
are—without the confounding worldwide pas-
time of distortion. This manner of approach is
representative of haiku’s ultimate purpose: by
focusing—with sensory directness—a reader’s
attention upon the veritable, seemingly insig-
nificant, and often casually overlooked inci-
dents, relationships, and emotions of day to day
living, the haiku unveils those things that both
subtly and dramatically  serve as objective meta-
phors of our reality. From the evidence laid bare
by haiku’s gesturing to the detail facts of life in
our chain-reaction world, each reader, upon con-
sideration, reaches his or her own conclusions,
in his or her own ways, about humanity’s place,
roles, and responsibilities upon the earth.

Today such a focusing on the world’s
grain of sand and resultant contemplation are
absolutely imperative. In this increasingly com-
plex world, where alienation is becoming a nor-
malcy, it is the development of resonant empa-
thy within each person that viscerally and in-
tellectually forms as a united, paramount revo-
lution against spirit crushing. Against such vic-
timization, haiku functions as a constellatory
force, since only by stressing the consummate
significance of each person, each action, each



word, can perspective be gained as a defiance
against the chaos, depression, and victimization
that incessantly threaten to whorl us.

Cambridge, Ontario
1986



HORIZON HAIKU

RECENTLY, A RETURN TO MY HAIKU ROOTS set me
on the exciting horizontal path of the single line
haiku. While translating a selection of poems
in Harold G. Henderson’s An Introduction to
Haiku from the original vertical Japanese text,
I began to critically appraise the horizontal line
presentation and found it to hold numerous
advantages over multi-line haiku.

Visually, the presentation of words in a
single line across the page is suggestive of a
horizon, a representation that symbolizes much
that is critical to haiku. A horizontal line rein-
forces the inter-relationship of haiku and the
immediate, sensual environment. From one’s
surroundings arise the images of haiku, and,
when presented as a horizon line, the poem as
a whole creates an environment for the reader’s
experience. The writer and reader are in this
way metaphorically united:  the reader assumes
his or her stance within a setting and becomes
participant at the moment of perception.

This unification of writer and reader is
intensified further by the horizon haiku’s po-
tential for pure, unbroken rhythm. Since there
needs to be no interrupting eye shift from right
to left, nor mid-haiku caesura, the reader/parti-
cipant of a horizon haiku establishes his or her
own breath pace and associative word group-



ings, thus formulating individual experience.
As a vanishing point, a horizon haiku

suggests the end of things, implies the destiny
of death that humans share with all living be-
ings. The recognition and embracing of such a
truth is representative of haiku’s revelation of
what is as it is; thus, the haiku helps to dimin-
ish human delusions of grandeur and increase a
kinship with all that live and die upon the earth.

A horizontal haiku also subtly symbol-
ized the limits of life’s containment. When pre-
sented as a horizon, a haiku reminds us that we
live within a particular set of circumstances that,
despite all technological advancement, has not
yet been fundamentally altered: we ride a spin-
ning sphere that orbits in a vast darkness, and
the key to our future remains to be our ability
to live peacefully and healthfully within our
confinement.

Quality survival is the fundamental
issue of human kind. Despite their variance of
words, all horizon haiku—visually, at least—
realize this.

Cambridge, Ontario
1986



TEXTUAL DIMENSIONING

AVAILABLE WORD PROCESSING TOOLS have dra-
matically expanded traditional textual possibili-
ties and thus provided fertile ground for artis-
tic growth.

While the computer keyboard has re-
tained the basic function of the typewriter, the
new technology has simultaneously introduced
to the haiku poet revolutionary opportunities
to create direct tonal, voice, and content evolu-
tion. In important ways, word processing is
more similar to playing an electronic musical
instrument than pounding upon the mechani-
cal keys of a typewriter.

Currently I’m intrigued by the implements
of word processing that cultivate a “simultaneous
layering,” by which I mean methods of deliver-
ing two or more voices in a single haiku, or even
within the single line of any poem.  Such a lay-
ered presentation facilitates multiple and con-
current thematic exploration. Bolding Bolding Bolding Bolding Bolding and
italicizing, for example, texturalize the text, so
to speak, in dramatically different ways, and
convey significantly varied implications. Hence,
the employment of either augments the tradi-
tional methods of conveying meaning within a
poem, and the evocational possibilities are ex-
panded.

In terms of oxymoronic “traditional con-



crete,” bolding in the following  poem is used
to reinforce the visual images of the subject(s):

ssssstarlllllight glllllissssstening wormsssss allllllllll over the plllllaccccce

Next is a senryu in which italicization is
employed to create the sense of sound (and
movement, to be more graphic) of the “emitted”
experience:

from the office
with its door slightly ajar

 a prolonged fart

In “Homage to Basho,” distinct styliza-
tions are utilized with the recurrent three words
to convey individual sound-sense, motion, den-
sity, and identity:

frog pondpondpondpondpondplop
pondpondpondpondpond plopfrog
plop frogpondpondpondpondpond

Bolding, italicizing, and capitalizing of
the same letters in the following haiku serve to
convey two contrary but inter-related experi-
ences of a single moment:

SSSSSummer through MMMMMy windOOOOOw very GGGGGently



The miracle of a new being’s voice de-
livering its first and natural bellow, visually
expressed through the heightening of bolded
letters:

crow cries in the voice of my newborn Son

My serious exploration of textual dimen-
sioning began, in fact, with the composition of
the above work: nearly six years following the
transcendent birth of my eldest son I was awak-
ened by the multitude of voices inherent within
the “inlay poem.”

Gorrie, Ontario
2004



LYING FALLOW

AN ABSENCE OF NEARLY SIX YEARS from the haiku
community has resulted in a personal creative
renewal that ironically reflects the life pattern
of many of my fellow Huron County inhabit-
ants.

I am inspired significantly by the envi-
ronment in which I live: a rural farming district
of South-western Ontario, where, “lying fallow”
is accepted (though sometimes reluctantly) as
the natural and best method of soil enrichment
and replenishment. Leaving farmland fallow for
extended periods of time is not necessarily a
conscious strategy by those whose vocations and
avocations revolve around the growing of crops,
however; in Huron county, winter imposes such
a plan on those who rely on the earth for their
livings. And I do mean imposes: coldly, relent-
lessly, remorselessly. Local meteorologists have
predicted that this January evening, for ex-
ample, will feature furious winds and a rapidly
plunging temperature that will bottom out at a
wind-chilled 41 degrees below zero, Celsius.
Around here, the will of winter imperiously
peels roof shingles, topples trees, freezes well
lines, and bends the resolve of any who attempt
to deny it authoritative power.

Without such absoluteness by winter,
though, the farmland of my county would most



probably—as has occurred in many other areas
of North America—be used-year-round and, re-
grettably, used up. Even as they curse the fury
of winter and the resultant challenges of spring
repairs, the farmers in my area give thanks for
such ancient seasonal wisdom. And every April
they energetically return to their earthly work
and their crops are reborn by the sun’s trans-
formative warmth.

Similarly, my own recent fallow period
resulted not from choice but due to a powerful
and natural series of life occurrences, the most
important being the spiritual and physical ar-
rivals of my two sons, now “six-and-a half” and
five years of age. Into this world they were glo-
riously born and then much too quickly the pre-
cious new-life years passed. And then, just as
unexpectedly as it began, my fallow period
ended—freakishly. As I walked down the stairs
in my home, an errant thought flashed through
my mind: disoriented, I missed a step, landed
full weight and force on the outside of my
wretchedly snapping right ankle. Surgery for the
resultant double-fracture and dislocation was
followed by a nine-week recuperation.

During recovery, images and memories
began to emotionally resonate within me and
flow into my consciousness in mystical ways I
had not before experienced. Previously I had
primarily written “in field”, interactively:



quickly scribbling into a notebook as I moved
through a day and its affecting experiences.
During the post-operative restoration, however,
I often felt as though I was taking dictation
from a benevolent presence.

Unexpectedly rekindled by this new
method of composition were my former joy of
writing, the excitement of preparing manu-
scripts, and the hopefulness of submitting fin-
ished work for publication. Though I experi-
enced an absence from the global haiku com-
munity for nearly six years, I now recognize the
extensive fallow period as crucially necessary for
the creative renewal I now experience; and
though I initially cursed the errant thought that
flickered while I headed downstairs, I now re-
gard the resultant misstep as a luminous, up-
lifting, transfiguring moment.

Gorrie, Ontario
2004
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